
PM90
POINT MOBILE DATA SHEET
PM90-DS14-EN

MOST POWERFUL RUGGED ANDROID DEVICE REDEFINING 
MOBILITY

 

4GB/64GB
3GB/32GB

ANDROID
9 OR 11

5“ HD
720x1280

OCTA
CORE

QUALCOMM
2.2GHZ

RAM/ROM

DAYLIGHT
READABLE

GORILLA
GLASS

4G LTE
WIFI

FAST
ROAMING

BLUETOOTH
VER 5 BLE

NFC IMAGER 2xSAM
1xSIM

AGPS
GLONASS

2,900mAh
5,800mAh

13MP REAR
5MP FRONT

IP67
1.5m (5ft)

EMKIT
SUPPORT

PULS
SERVICE

Accessories

 Standard
 AC/DC Power Adaptor
 Country Plug
 USB Type-C Cable
 Standard Battery
 Wrist Lanyard
 LCD Protection Film

Optional
Extended Battery
Single Slot Cradle (opt. Ethernet)*
4 Slot Battery Charger
4 Slot Cradle

Industries
 
  Retail
  Field Services
  Public Sector
  Transport & Logistics
  Hospitality

 

Our bestseller just got even better

Seven years support: The new PULS program

It does take a lot to make a truly versatile handheld terminal which 
is suitable for almost any industry. Innovative technology, robust 
design and years of experience made our PM80 a massive 
success. Now we gave it a huge upgrade, refined and optimized it, 
while keeping the features that made it so popular. A new 2.2GHz 
Octa-core processor powers the Android 11 operating system that 
the PM90 runs on with 4GB RAM and 64GB ROM memory as a 
standard option. The bright 5“ display was completely redesigned 
and shows crystal clear information from any angle. All of the 
hardware buttons (except the power key) can be individually 
programmed with the pre-installed EmKit. We gave it a new 
Honeywell Slim Imager Engine for convenient, reliable and fast 
barcode scanning. And we gave it a bigger battery with 2,900mAh 
capacity as standard, with an optional extended version with 
5,800mAh. We just gave it so much more, while keeping the 
timeless design with only a little retouch overall. The housing is 
now ink black which gives it a smooth and stylish finish.   

We extended the lifetime of the PM90 to up to seven years after the market 
launch. During that period, we will continuously supply security patches, 
updates and even upgrades to newer Android versions. Installing updates via 
the pre-installed FOTA (Firmware over the Air) application is fast and 
convenient as users can perform the update on their own without having to  
collect all devices from the field. There is no downtime and all data remains 
safe on the device while only those parts that require fixing will be updated. 

UHF RFID Reader RF900
Stylus Pen and Tether
Gun Handle

*Caution: for use with RF900, Single Slot Cradle for RF900 (charging only) is required.




